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Thule Dynamic – ADAC test winner 
ADAC roof box test 2011 – 07.12.2011 

 

 

The ADAC* has just tested 8 roof box models in regards to design, handling, driving 
performance and CityCrash. 

The Thule Dynamic 800 ist test winner ! 
 

The Jetbag Family 455, produced from Thule and sold exclusively via A.T.U, is on 2nd 
place. 

 

Source:http://www.adac.de/infotestrat/tests/autozubehoer-

technik/dachboxen/2011_Dachboxentest.aspx?ComponentId=102160&SourcePageId=6729 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Michael Mitschke 
Int. Product Manager Cargo 

 

 

*The ADAC is Europs biggest and most important car club with over 16 million members. It works also 
closely with the car clubs ÖAMTC (Austria) and TCS (Switzerland), which most likely also will release 
that test. 
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Test overview (only for internal info): 

 
Source: 
http://www.presse.adac.de/meldungen/Test_Verbraucherschutz/Etikettenschwindel_und_Frostloecher
.asp?ComponentID=328213&SourcePageID=15051#0 

 

Attention: 

Those info’s may only be given verbally to customers. 

Sending out ADAC own materials or pictures (e.g. the shown test table) is not 
allowed due to copyright reasons. But customers can be given the hind to visit 
the ADAC website to find more info. 

If journalist questions occur, pls. direct those straight away forward to IPM 
cargo for answering. 
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Testbemerkungen: 
A critic point of ADAC to the test winner Thule Dynamic is the Thule volume meas-
ure, which differs certainly from the measurements ADAC announces. 

Despite the fact not having received any further inside in the test methods of ADAC 
until now, Thule can summarize following: 

There are no norms or standards existing, how to measure the volume of roof 
boxes. Due to that Thule bases the volume measures of its roof boxes on man-
ufacturers own product CAD data, which gives an absolute correct measure. 

Alternative manual test methods, e.g. with loose gravels or foam blocks, cannot 
fully follow the shape of roof boxes and with that could lead to deviations 
against CAD measurements. Especially with the strongly curved and aerody-
namic shaped Thule Dynamic this can have an impact. 

But the volume measurements in liters not only give info about the loading effi-
ciency of a roof box. The measures should only give a support to cluster size 
vice the various boxes in the purchase decision process. 

For judging the loading efficiency, a combination of various criteria is necessary: 
product dimensions max. kg loading, liter volume and principle product shape. 

Especially the product shape (e.g. of more sportive-aerodynamically flat or vo-
luminous high) give a clear indication of the loading efficiency, but also target 
totally different consumer groups. 

Means a consumer with the loading focus on skies and skiing typical accesso-
ries fits perfect to a sportive-aerodynamic and with that more flat roof box and 
with that chooses with the test winner Thule Dynamic surely the right product. 
Whereas a consumer going on vacation with a 4 member family and loads of 
bulky luggage (e.g. stroller), surely another product out of the Thule range is 
more applicable, e.g. the new Thule Motion (having the same high rated mount-
ing system Power-Click as Thule Dynamic) or the 2009 ADAC test winner Thule 
Pacific. 

 

Attention: 

This info has to be used as reference for customer inquiries to that topic. 

If journalist questions occur, pls. direct those straight away forward to IPM 
cargo for answering. 
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Thule GmbH 

Dreichlingerstraße 10 

92318 Neumarkt, Germany 

P +49 (0)9181 90 10 

F +49 (0)9181 90 11 50 

info@thule.com 

www.thulegroup.com 

 

HRB 10136 –  

Ust.-IDNR./VAT No. DE 133540644 

Geschäftsführer: Frank Feiland 

 

Testpromo: 
Thule will promote the test win with several activities: 

• customer mailing with Thule test newsletter as official external communication 
material 

• test logo sticker for placement at POS on exhibited products and box displays. 
Potential further activities might be added on. 

• press release to important key medias with info to test winner Thule Dynamic. 

 


